
BERLIN: Car-sharing, pioneered in Switzerland
in the 1970s, is gaining popularity across the
globe as people shy away from the cost of own-
ing and maintaining an automobile in big
cities.

And it is proving particularly successful in
Germany, where carmakers themselves are
keen to get a slice of the action.  In addition to
concerns about greenhouse gases and pollu-
tion, there are many reasons why a growing
number of urban dwellers are opting not to
buy their own car: a chronic shortage of park-
ing space, soaring insurance and upkeep costs,
and high fuel prices. Many prefer to use the
well developed and efficient public transport
systems found in Germany and other countries.

“In towns and cities, young people don’t
necessarily want to have a car,” said Stefan
Bratzel, director of the Center for Automotive
Management (CAM) in Bergisch-Gladbach.

They still want the convenience of a car,
without the financial burden of owning one.
Yet they do not want to have to use traditional
car-rental firms every time they decide to go for
a spontaneous jaunt into the countryside. For
those reasons, car-sharing - which enables rent-
ing a car even for very short periods of time, at
any hour of the day or night-appeals to such
people. 

The scheme has also become handy for
businesses which do not want to maintain a
costly fleet of company cars for their employ-
ees.

Germany leads the way 
The first car-sharing firm in Germany,

Stattauto, was set up in Berlin in 1988, starting
out with a single car. By last year, there were as
many as 140 operators in Europe’s biggest
economy, with 1.04 million registered users and
a total combined pool of 15,400 cars at their
disposal, according to figures compiled by the
car-sharing industry federation BCS.

“That represents approximately half of the
total offer in Europe,” said Franck Leveque of
British consulting firm, Frost & Sullivan.  Car
sharing has been slower to catch on in other
European countries. In Italy, there are around
250,000 customers, and in France and Britain
around 200,000 each.

Further afield, there are around 700,000

users in Japan, which started car-sharing
schemes in 2007, and 1.3 million in the United
States, according to recent data published by
the University of California in Berkeley.  Gunnar
Nehrke of BCS said that Germany stands out
because of the sheer size and extent of its net-
work. 

“In many countries, there is car-sharing in
the capital, or two or three of the biggest cities.
Here, car-sharing is available in 490 towns and
municipalities,” he told AFP. 

BCS predicts the number of users in
Germany will rise to two million in the next five
years. 

German companies active in the sector
include Cambio, Stadtmobil, Book-n-drive,
TeilAuto or CiteeCar, all of which have been
active for a long time investing not only in
major cities, but smaller towns as well. The
south-western city of Karlsruhe has the highest
density of shared cars at 2.15 cars for every
1,000 inhabitants. 

Leveque at Frost & Sullivan said that another
important factor in the success of car-sharing in
Germany was the role of the automakers them-
selves: 

BMW has its own scheme, called Drivenow,
and Daimler launched its Car2go in 2008.

Fast-growing market 
The global car-sharing market is still small.

According to consultancy firm Roland Berger, it
is projected to grow by 30 percent each year
and reach 5.6 billion euros in 2020 — a small
fraction of the vast 1.3 trillion euro market of
global auto sales last year.  But automakers see
it as a new marketing channel, a way “of letting
customers get to know the brand and possibly
buying one later,” said Bratzel at CAM.

Berlin has been dubbed by local media as
the “world capital of car-sharing.” At the end of
2014, the number of shared cars in the German
capital stood at 3,180, which is almost as many
as in all of Britain.  As many as 45 percent of
households do not own a car in Berlin, where a
young, often university-educated and relatively
well-off population sees the advantages of car-
sharing.  Transport Minister Alexander Dobrindt
recently promised to help promote “this new
form of mobility” by offering free parking to
car-sharing vehicles. — AFP
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We’ve seen an explosion of tablets since the form
factor was first launched a few years ago. In fact,
this month marks the fifth anniversary of the

iPad’s introduction to the market, and while a number of
vendors had attempts at making the form factor work as
far back as the 1980s, Apple’s iPad was the first tablet to
be deemed a success.

The composition of the tablet market has changed
considerably since the iPad’s launch, with the reigning
giants of Apple and Samsung coming under growing
pressure from hundreds of low-cost brands from the Far
East. So what does the year ahead hold in terms of tablet
market dynamics?

The latest figures released by IDC show that the
Middle East and Africa (MEA) tablet market recorded its
first ever year-on-year decline in Q1 2015, with shipments
to the region declining 5.8 percent to 3.83 million units.
Looking at the key market players, it is safe to say that the
dominance of the aforementioned tablet giants is slowly
fading. Indeed, the days of only seeing an Apple iPad,
which suffered a sharp decline of 43.0 percent to 430,000
units, or a Samsung tablet, which suffered a decline of 5.5
percent year-on-year to 920,000 units, in the hands of the
consumer are over, and not only because of the low-cost
Far-Eastern brands that have flooded the market over the
last couple of years.  (Removing this since most traditional
PC vendors, including Asus, HP & Dell declined significant-

ly in Q1 2015). Looking ahead, however, the market is like-
ly to see a consolidation of brands; many new players
have risen and fallen in recent years, and while plenty of
low-cost vendors are still present in the market, they’re
number is expected to reduce in the long run.

Today’s mobile device landscape is as broad as it is
diverse, with a plethora of options for the modern con-
sumer to choose from. Over the last few years, smart-
phones and tablets have been growing side by side, with
each having their own place in the consumer market.
However, changes are afoot. Indeed, the tablet market,
which has been aggressively cannibalizing the traditional
PC space for years, is now coming under growing pressure
itself from the so-called’ phablet’ phenomenon. These
devices combine the features of a phone and tablet, and
are generally larger than regular smartphone devices but
smaller than tablets. 

The year 2015 as a whole will see positive growth, with
shipments increasing 5.8 percent year-on-year to total
17.66 million units. However, this represents a stark slow-
down from the overall growth of 41.6 percent seen in
2014.The growing popularity of these all-in-one devices (if
this refers to phablets, it is better to use the term phablets
itself, as ‘all-in-one’ devices could misinterpreted as the ‘all-
in-one’ PC, which is a product within desktops), particular-
ly among consumers with lower purchasing power, is
expected to lead to a slowdown in the tablet market’s
growth in 2015. That is despite the tablet market now
being supplemented by the arrival of 2-in-1 devices

(tablets with detachable keyboards), as such devices
remain expensive and uptake is not likely to pick up fast
until prices drop.

The anticipated slowdown in the tablet market’s
growth can also be attributed to the fact that the Middle
East and Africa (MEA) region comprises of a number of
large country markets like the UAE, Saudi Arabia, and
Turkey that are reaching near saturation. Most consumers
have already made their tablet purchases in these coun-
tries, and the refresh cycles are not expected to be so fre-
quent following the boom of the low-cost devices from
the Far East. That said, the region’s tablet market is still
expected to see some growth over the next couple of
years, because MEA is also home to more than 60 coun-
tries that remain underpenetrated. As such, the consumer
segments in these markets continue to thrive despite the
fact that newer devices such as phablets are taking share
away from tablet devices. This is certainly a positive sign,

as several other regions around the world are expected to
see year-on-year declines in their consumer segments as a
result of saturation in 2015. The political turmoil that has
plagued the MEA region in recent times has not really
hurt the tablet market as much as it has the PC market
and other technology segments. In fact, in certain cases it
has probably acted as a driver leading to an increase in
device purchases in certain countries as people feel the
need to be constantly connected to social media in order
to keep themselves up to date with current affairs.

The commercial segment is also gaining traction in the
region, although the biggest growth in terms of unit ship-
ments is set to come from the education sector. Many
countries across the region have initiatives in place aimed
at enhancing the education experience of students
through the use of technology, and this includes a num-
ber of large tablet projects that are expected to be fulfilled
over the next couple of years in countries such as the UAE,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, South Africa, and Egypt.
Among the other sectors in the commercial segment we
are also expecting to see a good uptake from the
Healthcare and Hospitality industry. Ultimately, it’s clear to
see that there are numerous factors currently shaping the
dynamics of the tablet industry. And while the MEA mar-
ket may well look a little different in a couple of years from
now, education deals and burgeoning consumer seg-
ments across the region will ensure that sales continue to
flourish .— Fouad Charakla is Research Manager for PCs,
Systems & Infrastructure Solutions.

The future of tablets in the MEA region

WASHINGTON: Apple is diving deeper into the
news business with a new application that could
make the US tech giant a key industry player.
Apple News, part of the upcoming iOS 9 operat-
ing system, aims to be the primary news source
for users of the iPhone and iPad-likely at the
expense of sources such as Facebook, Google
and news apps such as Flipboard.

In a surprising move, Apple has unveiled it
will be hiring experienced journalists to manage
its news feeds-marking a departure from the
algorithmic process used by rivals.

“Apple is eager to have news created by
human beings and not algorithms-it fits in with
the brand statement Apple has been making,”
said Judd Slivka, a professor of mobile journal-
ism at the University of Missouri. “The expecta-
tion is they will put together a smart team that
works well broadly across news and specific con-
tent areas.”

Although Apple has offered few specifics on
its plans, the company’s jobs listing page said it
is “looking for passionate, knowledgeable edi-
tors to help identify and deliver the best in
breaking national, global, and local news.”

The page said the editors should have “great
instincts for breaking news, but be equally able
to recognize original, compelling stories unlikely
to be identified by algorithms.”

This marks a distinction from rivals such as
Facebook, which is crafting formulas that aim to
deliver articles users want based on their Web
habits, demographics and interests.

Fed by robots?
Although Apple is likely to use some algo-

rithms to filter stories, the hiring of experienced
journalists is a positive step, said Dan Kennedy, a
journalism professor at Northeastern University.
“A lot of people don’t want to be fed news that a
robot has decided interests them,” Kennedy told
AFP.

“Especially if you don’t have any say how the
robot makes that decision.  The Facebook algo-
rithm is highly mysterious, and people are start-
ing to resent that.”Kennedy said it is “encourag-
ing that this is moving journalism to the center
of Apple’s universe.” But he remains cautious
about technology companies increasingly
becoming gatekeepers for news.

“I’m not crazy about the idea of shifting news
to huge corporations like Apple and Facebook
that have their own agendas,” he said. Apple says
its news app “follows over a million topics and
pulls relevant stories based on your specific
interests.”

Partner news organizations include Conde
Nast magazines, ESPN, The New York Times,
Hearst, Time Inc., CNN and Bloomberg, but
Apple will be opening to other publishers and
bloggers.

Joshua Benton of the Nieman Journalism Lab
said the app will be important because “though
the awesome power of default, Apple distribu-
tion puts it in an entirely other league. This app
will be on hundreds of millions of devices within

24 hours of its debut.”
Benton said it could help news organizations

struggling to raise ad revenues, with Apple
allowing them to keep 100 percent of money
from ads they sell and 70 percent from what
Apple’s iAd platform sells.

Following Apple playbook 
Rob Enderle, a Silicon Valley analyst at

Enderle Group, said Apple is following a formula
it has used in other areas, aiming for tight con-
trol of content to assure quality-and shutting
potential rivals out. Enderle said Apple prefers to
have its own application on its devices to give
iPhone and iPad users easy access without turn-
ing to third parties such as Google or Facebook.
He said that when rumors surfaced that Google
was interested in buying Flipboard, this spurred
Apple to act.

“They didn’t want Google to own a news
device used by so many Apple users,” Enderle
said. 

As a major media player, Apple will need to
deal with conflicts of interest such as managing
news that is unflattering to the company or
which promotes rivals, analysts say. Kennedy
said that like other media owners, Apple will
realize “that it would be a public relations fiasco
if they did try to manipulate the news in their
favor.” Enderle said Apple understands the need
to keep its hands off the editorial process. “If it’s
a core app and people don’t like it, that would
hurt the iPad,” he said. — AFP

Germany, world champion

in car-sharing

US tech giant emerging key industry player

SAN FRANCISCO: An Apple Store employee helps a customer with the new Apple Watch at the Apple Store in San Francisco, California. — AFP

With revamped app, news 

to be at core of Apple

BERLIN: CItroen C-zero electric cars parked up next to a Bentley during the launch of
a car sharing scheme in Berlin. Car-sharing, pioneered in Switzerland in the 1970s, is
gaining popularity across the globe as people shy away from the cost of owning and
maintaining an automobile in big cities. — AFP 

Kuwait Concierge chooses Tawasul Telecom to empower its business 

KUWAIT: The luxurious service platform,
Kuwait  Concierge,  one of  Peacock
Concierge  Group of  Companies
announced yesterday that it has signed an
agreement with Tawasul  Telecom, the
leading provider of  MPLS Network ing
Services (Multi-Protocol Label Switching)
in the GCC and the Middle East. By the
terms of the agreement, Tawasul Telecom
will provide Kuwait Concierge fast-grow-
ing businesses and expansion strategy
with its state-of-the-art connectivity serv-
ices and solutions perfectly designed with
reliability and convenience. 

Comment ing on the  agreement ,
Hassan Al-Suwaidi the CEO of the Group
said:  “We are pleased to have chosen to
partner with Tawasul Telecom, a very well-
renowned telecommunications pioneer in

the  region”.  He  fur ther  e laborated,
“Tawasul Telecom has a success record of
achievements in  boosting businesses
throughout the region in accordance to
their top-notch safe connectivity services
which we are confident will play a key role
in expanding and optimizing our busi-
nesses, fulfilling clients’ requirements, and
managing their needs effectively.”

From his end, Salem Almulaifi,  Chief
Marketing and Strategy Officer at Tawasul
Telecom, commented on the new agree-
ment and said: “We are pleased to be cho-
sen by Kuwait Concierge; our partnership
is yet a tangible proof of our quest to
achieve excellence.”

Almulaifi elaborated that this collabo-
rat ion also promises to create a sol id
foundat ion of  t rust  that  under l ines

Tawasul Telecom as a reliable regional
service provider and partner that sup-
ports growing businesses and their conti-
nuity.

Through thei r  ser v ices,  Kuwait
Concierge offers assistance to support
overburdened small and local businesses
looking to startup and develop their busi-
nesses and projects. Kuwait Concierge’s
agreement with Tawasul Telecom will fur-
ther allow regional businesses to focus on
their core responsibilities and priorities
with much ease, using high-quality and
dependable networking tools. 

Driven by providing premier customer
ser vice and suppor t,  Tawasul Telecom
ongoing mission is to offer a wide variety
of reliable and cost-effective business
connectivity solutions. Hassan Al-Suwaidi Salem Almulaifi


